CASE STUDY:

CARGO TRANSPORTERS
STEPS UP ITS
SAFETY PROGRAM
Truckload carrier Cargo Transporters reduces false claims and litigation
with Lytx DriveCam® video event recorders, and increases fleet safety with
the DriveCam driver risk management program.

SUMMARY
• The DriveCam solution is the company’s evolutionary next
step to increasing safety
• DriveCam video event recorders reduce fraudulent claims
and lead to driver exonerations
• Cargo Transporters uses DriveCam Program to improve
driver behavior

North Carolina-based Cargo Transporters, Inc. is a transportation operation that
delivers truckload and dry van service in the 48 continental United States. Named
as a Top 100 Carrier by Inbound Logistics Magazine, the company is known for its
innovative solutions and cost-saving strategies that help shippers gain a competitive
advantage. And it applies the same proactive approach in continually improving its
own operations, especially where risk mitigation and safety are concerned.
“There is nothing that is more important to us than the safety of our drivers and
the safety of the motoring public,” says Cargo Transporters Chairman John Pope.
However, like many commercial transportation businesses, the company was facing
its share of safety challenges—experiencing accidents and needing to find ways to
reduce fraudulent claims and exonerate drivers from wrongful accusations. Knowing
that a change was needed to take its safety program to the next level, the company
launched the DriveCam driver risk management program, including outfitting its entire
fleet of tractor-trailer trucks with DriveCam video event recorders. As Pope said,
“The DriveCam solution was our next step to really step up our safety program.”

Deciding on and Implementing the DriveCam Solution
“The primary thing that sold us on the DriveCam Program was the fact that it’s a
turnkey solution,” said Pope. “The event gets recorded, it gets transmitted to the
DriveCam server and a professional then reviews that data, scores it and analyzes
it for our operations to then act upon.” With its simplicity, ease of use and all-inclusive
nature, Pope felt confident that the DriveCam solution would address the company’s
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need for documented video evidence to prove fault in
accidents and refute fraudulent claims, as well as
to improve driver behaviors.
Of course, implementation of a video-based driver risk
management program can be a sensitive topic and, indeed,
a delicate process for drivers, as was the case for Cargo
Transporters. “We knew there was potential for drivers to
feel as if their privacy was being invaded, and we felt it was
extremely important for them to understand what the system
does and how it functions,” said Pope.
As part of ongoing efforts to educate drivers about the
DriveCam Program, Cargo Transporters makes sure to
highlight the benefits drivers can expect. “From the time our
drivers open the door to get into the truck they’re at risk, and
I see the DriveCam Program as a tool to help manage that
risk,” said Cargo Transporters President Dennis Dellinger.
“We show clips that have exonerated drivers, and once we
do that, we actually have drivers who step up and say, ‘Put
a video recorder in my vehicle’.”

The Power of Video and Driver Coaching
Since installing DriveCam video event recorders across
its fleet, Cargo Transporters has seen a significant reduction
in fraudulent claims and litigation costs. In fact, with the
savings from just two wrongful claims, the DriveCam driver
risk management program has already paid for itself. In
both claims, when Cargo Transporters showed the opposing
attorneys the videos, they immediately dropped their cases.
“Primarily, we wanted to prove that our drivers were safety
conscious and were not the cause of these incidents,” said
Pope. As a result, the company saved between $50,000 and
$100,000 in simple litigation costs in each of the two claims.
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In addition, driver behavior has markedly improved—
especially in areas of following too close and rear-end
accidents. “With the DriveCam footage, we get a first-hand
view to see what the drivers are seeing. We see how traffic
is interacting with our vehicle, and how our drivers are
interacting with other traffic,” said Vice President of
Operations Jerry Sigmon, Jr. By combining DriveCam video
input and professional analysis with driver coaching, drivers’
behaviors on the road are continually becoming safer.

Conclusion
As a result of using the DriveCam video event recorders and
driver risk management program, Cargo Transporters has
improved driver behaviors across its fleet, reduced
fraudulent claims, exonerated drivers and decreased
litigation costs significantly.
Pope concludes, “To us, the biggest value is having an eye
and an ear out there with the driver, to know what the driver
has encountered. What a carrier can get from the DriveCam
Program is tremendous and in our opinion, pays for itself.”
Dellinger concurs. “My suggestion to someone looking to
purchase? I can sum it up in one word: Priceless.”

At Lytx™, we harness the power of data to change human behavior and help good companies become even better. Our flagship product,
Lytx™ DriveCam® sets the standard for driver safety in the industries we serve, and our RAIR® Compliance Services helps DOT-regulated
fleets comply with safety regulations, complementing the DriveCam® Program. We protect more than 1,300 commercial and government
fleet clients worldwide who drive billions of miles. Our clients realize significant ROI by lowering operating and insurance costs, while
achieving greater efficiency and compliance. Most of all, we strive to help save lives – on our roads and in our communities, every day. Lytx
is privately held and headquartered in San Diego. For more information, visit www.lytx.com, @lytx on Twitter, or on our YouTube channel.
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